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* All measurements must be in SI units apart from
blood pressure measurements, Xshich should be in
mmHg, and drugs in metric units
* Abbreviations should be used rarels and should be
preceded bs the words in full before the first appear-

ance

In the statistical analvsis of data 95`O confidence
intersals should be used sshere appropriate.
No free offprints sill be provided; reprints may be
ordered X hen the proof is returned
Original articles
* Papers should report original research of reles ance
tc the understanding and practice of molecular
patholog'. They should be ritten in the standard
fornm abstract; introduction; nmethods; and discus*
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sion.

submit three copies of the original
manuscript typed in double line space. Res ised
manuscripts should be submitted as printed cops
and on disk. A guide to submitting an article on disk
sill be sent sshen requesting a revision or on notih
cation of an acceptance. Authors should not submit
the original paper mn disk
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Notes to Contributors
M\Ianuscripts should be sent to the Fditcors, AlA..
Patlrl/ogy, Department of Histopatholog-, Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, Bordesles Green East,
Birmingham B9a SS (tel .01 21 773 1161; fax 0121
773 1182). Receipt of manuscripts ssill be acknowledged by the editorial office
Submission of a paper ss ill bc held to implh that it
contains original ork not being offered elsess herc or
published previousl. NManuscripts should be prepared in accordance ssith the \'ancouser style. The
Editors retain the right to shorten the article or make
changes to conform ssith stsle and to improve clarits
All authors must sign the cops right formii after
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the position helci bs each author should be given in an
accompanying letter to the Editors, and manuscripts
should bear the name of one author to Xshom corre-
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spondence should be addressed. If asailable, a fax
number and an e-mail address should be supplied.
* Authors should include the names and addresses of
four experts swhom the authors consider suitable to
peer revies their Nsork.
* The number of authors should be kept to a
minimum and should include onsv those who hase
made a contribution to the research: justification
should be made for more than five authors Acknowledgments should be limited to ssorkers vshose
courtesy or assistance has extended beyond their paid
s ork, and to supporting organisations.
* Authors should proside up to four kessAords
phrases for thc index

The journal uses a structured form of abstract in
the interests of claritr Tv his should be short (no more
than 250 sords) and include four headings: Aism
the main purpose of the study; Alrwthds-shat was
done, and Xvith swhat material; RPsealts the most
important results illustrated bs numerical data but
not p values; and Conlcusio?is- the implications and
relevance of the results.
Leaders/Editorials
* Leaders and Editorials are published bv editorial
*

ins itation.

Short reports

Single case reports of outstanding interest or clinical relevance, short technical notes, and brief ins estigative studies are wselcomed and usualls published in
the form of a ShortTechnical report.
* Length must not exceed 1500 sords, including an
unstructured abstract of less than 150 words, up to
tso figures or tables (or one of each) and up to 10
references. If more illustrations are required the text
must be reduced accordingls.
Letters
* I-etters must be typed in double line spacing,
should normalls be no more than 500 ssords, have
no more than fise references. and must be signed bs
all authors Twso copies should be provided.
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Tables and figures
Tables should be presented separatelv in double line
spacing wsithout ruled lines; when presented on disk
thev should be in a separate file from the text.
* Letters and other marks which are to appear on the
face of a photomicrograph should be made on a
photocops; they will be added in the Journal style in
the editorial office when the manuscript is accepted.
* The staining technique used should be stated.
Mlagnifications should be given for electron micrographs but not for light micrographs except in cases
where this is important.
* Photographs and photomicrographs should be on
glosss paper for half tone reproduction. The printing
process requires that prints are unmounted and
unbacked, and of high quality, with full tonal scale.
Illustrations that will not reproduce well will be
returned and this may delay publication. Areas in
which tissue does not appear ("background") should
be as near white as possible. Three sets of prints must
be supplied with each manuscript. Only salient
features should be included to preserve detail.
* Colour reproduction of figures in papers is encouraged and is heavily subsidised by the Journal. Advice
on costs and material to be submitted for colour work
should be sought from the editorial office
* If anv tables or illustrations submitted have been
published elsewhere, written consent to republication
should be obtained bs the author from the copyright
holder (usuallv the publisher) and the authors. A
copy of the letter giving consent must be included.
References
* References inust be numbered in the order they
appear in the text, include all information (Vancouver
style) and be identified bs arabic numerals in brackets, eg [ 1] [2]
* Abstracts, information from manuscripts not yet
accepted, or personal communications mav be cited
onlv in the text and not included in the references.
References are not checked bv us; authors must verify
references against the original documents before
su'mitting the article.
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Cover illustration. \isualisation of immunoglobulin genes bs fluorescence in situ hsbridisation in phstohaemagglutinin stimulated lsmphocstes. Triple labelling of
mnetaphase chromnosomies with DAPI (blue) a painting library for chromosomiie 22 (red) and a plasmid Co probe (green) (See Carvalho et al. In situ visualisation
of immunoglobulin genes in normal and mzalignant lymphold cells. 7 (Itol
Par/il:.!. 'olPar/il 1995;48:1M158 64.)
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